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Liveart4all© believe New Zealand is full of great artistic potential. This presents
us with a whopping art opportunity here, now for the making and the taking.
What if together as families, schools, students and professionals, we could make
some choices and take some chances to draw out that potential here and now
in the first ever multi-generational 2009-2012 Liveart4all© Whopartunity® !?
Our Whopartunity® knocks now. These are full day events when art director and
children’s book Illustrator Bryan Pollard takes three different pre-registered visual art
events, collaborating with parents, patrons, art coordinators and students in our schools.
These events are for every child, youth or available adult in the school to take part in
and registration is $3pp for a 75 minute assembly interactive session for 140+ children
to enjoy. From these sessions the quest for the best begins with two courses offered as
follow-up. One is a Liveart4all Extension Flexi Course, run either in school or as an
after school programme. Any age or any stage child can pre-register for these module
sessions. Reg fees ranges from only $40pp { 2 artroom hrs } to $240pp { 12 artroom
hrs } - as predetermined by the number of hour modules registered. We also offer
Liveart4all Accelerate G.A.T.E.S. Courses for the gifted and talented children who are
nominated either by parents, staff, or class mates. These run as optional in school or
after school sessions as best suit the parents and school. For more information about
these courses go to our website www.liveart4all.co.nz or contact us by email. All these
events, sessions and courses are part of a three-year programme that will present to an
estimated 12,000 children, youth, and adults here in New Zealand. From these 12,000
we plan to nominate 1,200 for the semi finals and then from these we will select 120
top artists who will compete for placement as the nations best of the best in three
groups. 12 finalists will exhibit in an end of year 2012 art exhibition where their work
will be shown in a public Gallery, this will help to distinguish and celebrate the work of
our very best up and coming visual communicators and fine artists. All this will hopefully represents a whopping opportunity for all ages and the three top students will be
recognised and rewarded. The Liveart4all© top places will go to one child, one youth
and one adult. All twelve artists will exhibit together as a multi-generational art show
well worth seeing and celebrating, planned to take place in November next year.
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Liveart4all© Whopartunity® events, sessions and courses are being funded by art student
fees. Donations from patrons, schools, parents, families, friends and community trusts
that are committed to journey with us in our quest for the best are also appreciated.
This could well become a not to miss or forget whopping art opportunity for those
brave enough to make the right choices and take their chances. Opportunity and
fortune favours the brave and everyone of any age and any stage can apply to register
for these events, sessions and courses, or contact us for more information.
Bryan Pollard is a children’s book illustrator, designer, art director, art tutor and
company director, who has run Liveart4all© for many years in schools here in the Bay of
Plenty, and his books are in 75% of NZ schools. To register for these courses or events
simply email: liveart4all@xtra.co.nz or give us a call. Remember, “ opportunity is a
wonderful thing ” when recognised and pursued. This is our Whopartunity®.
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Special Conditions will apply for nominations in this nation wide prospect. Contact us now for more information.
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